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“The All of Creation is calling all of Itself in to complete its own greater
purposes. This vastness is ‘home’, and each miniscule part of Itself has a
home within this vast home.”
“We are developing our self-identification as spiritual beings and not as
human beings. Our greater spiritual selves are completing their
learning of lower levels of density. Where there is a mutuality of
spiritual evolution, our greater totality moves further into its evolution
as creator beings.”
“Please remember, being humanly embodied or not, being confused
about ones true nature or not, does not affect or define the true reality
of ones true nature.”

Preface to Update #14
This series of Updates is unusual in that most of the material is simply presented
in order in which it was prepared. Please feel free to skip through these as you
like. Some were posted to the NES forums, others were not. An HTML version of
all A-List Updates will eventually be posted to the NES Forum.
These were all written directly in response to the flow of a complex process that
many are consciously going through. These are being published so that they may
be shared and considered by as many who are called to this work. There are only
a few basic themes throughout. I shall not try to explain how all this works with
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me, only to say that it has become part of my daily practice, usually ongoing
throughout the day.
The main news is a clearer connection to the high correction energies and some
very LARGE cosmic entities that embody these correction energies – perhaps
100% pure correction energies. This is what has intersected and interpenetrated
the fallen zone, including earth, etc. So now Earth is something within a larger
specific body or bodies of very large creation beings. Now things can be addressed
more directly and with less interference. While these beings are very well aware
of what is going on with Earth, Earth is like only a particle in their bodies.
Fortunately there are various levels or zones to their bodies as these are at
creation beings scale. This is becoming a convenient frame of reference for the
higher Oneness and allows more direct access to It and Its Process.
Please do not expect some sudden miracles, these levels of consciousness do not
have reliable guidance as to the detailed specifics of the human realm and there
are too many spiritualizing humans consciousnesses shouting all at once to fix
and fix that, etc. Thus they are being filtered out from necessity. Otherwise it is
like “garbage in, garbage out” and that is not to be.
Those who are in the main A-List group know that these updates and the articles
from Global Awakening News, are not quick-read, throw-away newsletters, but
represent a set on ongoing and developing discussion of the nature of reality and
the great changes that are underway. Most of what is written needs careful
consideration as well as reading between the lines, like “connecting the dots”
between larger stepping stones.
You represent the leading edge of the transformational processes underway and
this should be of no worry to anyone, it is what it is and others will come along
soon enough as they are able. What you do now to develop yourselves as spiritual
beings, not as human beings, is of immeasurable help at so many unimaginable
levels of existence. Even a small glance at this greater and genuine reality would
allay any humanly limiting notions anyone would have. But these are only my
words.
-ASK
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The Human Question – An Introduction
November 11, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5483/topicseen.html#msg5483

Note: This is one is out of sequence, but it seems to serve as an introduction to
the larger theme. Besides, it was written on 11-11-11 !)
While we have been immersed in our most recent (second) move, digging out
from boxes, etc. I have been giving much consideration to the question of the
future of humans as they are presently on earth. This in turn brings up a
considerable complexity of dynamics. These “dynamics” point straight into the
fundamental state of the human “vehicle” and its potential. To what extent has
the human vehicle been affected by the cascade of dark side manifestations and
interferences? What really differentiates a human from other, higher order social
animals on earth? And what of the nascent awakening human self? …And its
connection to associated higher orders of consciousness?
This all goes right to the higher levels of being, ours and others. At some point the
awakening human self needs to be able to move beyond the limitations of its 3d
existence. The seriousness of this problem necessitates going slowly where
possible for the greatest effect in terms of evolutionary learning. Part of the
solution while still embodied is to develop a new clarity of awareness as to
whether you are primarily human or something other? Am I posing some
inappropriate new twist to duality? Perhaps, but it is a relevant question,
regardless. This is still a world immersed in duality, even as some find
connection with the higher orders of true Oneness.
There is also the problem of those human selfs who truly are awakening to
expanded spiritual awareness: ordinary life can grate in excruciating and
unexpected ways at times and usually there is no reconciling this. It is a state of
awareness after all and not related to social, economic, or political
considerations. It also brings up fundamental questions as to viability of the
native human personality structure relative to any ongoing synergy with higher
orders of spiritual consciousness.
Relevant to this problem would be that a small percent of near-death
experiencers who reported spiritually transformative experiences usually did not
want to return to 3d existence. Many (not all) who did have this experience,
eventually developed a new ways of being in this world. So now there is a greater
question of release, of freedom. That it took a human lifetime to get to this point
or that it has taken hundreds of thousands of earth years for the correction
energies to reach an effective capacity really has not bearing. When you are
feeling nearly ready, notions of human earth time matter not. So I will be
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focusing on all these matters as much as possible in forthcoming writing and
private work.
Tedious as it may seem to some readers, I will be making more of a distinction
between the human self and the higher level self or soul being. I will also
continue to use modifiers when speaking of higher levels of Creation since there
is (of course) a Dark side version that seeks to trick and corral as many beings as
possible before the curtain drops on the Dark.
I have been slowly building some descriptions of major changes that are
occurring and of the immense new creation beings which are of higher correction
energies and which are now enveloping the dark sector. It is complicated to
describe and I may need to do something of an audio record of this. We shall see.
-ASK
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The Future - A Somewhat Different Point of View
November 1, 2011
Usually in the context of wondering about the near term future, someone will ask
something along the lines of: “What if predicted major global cataclysms do not
happen?” The implication of such a question is usually whether “life goes on” –
and “as usual”. The “as usual” part is usually associated with the residue of the
illusion of modern civilization and its false precepts. But what would this mean in
the context of human existence today? I started to sketch out a few scenarios for
short companion notes. However, to dwell upon such scenarios is to miss the
point of existence as a spiritual being, unless your primary purpose is to
experience terrible cataclysms.
The question really has to do with the challenge of spiritual awakening for those
who are sufficiently ready to expand to new levels in their existence. As to those
human selfs who do not choose such a path for whatever reason or non-reason,
this is not something that those who are on the spiritual evolutionary trajectory
can do much about, other than simply be themselves. So the question I would
pose to anyone “worrying” about whether there will or will not be global
cataclysms or the percentage of humans “spiritually waking up” is to ask how
they are attending to their own spiritual evolution.
There are also those who are focused on the possibilities of this version of
humanity, struggling to make something of the very real and slow moving
cataclysm of the disintegration of modern civilization, are not on a
transformational pathway of ascension and evolution and are still focused on the
matrix world. There are exceptions to this of course, especially for those rare
individuals who are spiritually connected and really do know why they are doing
what they are doing here.
What difference does it make whether a crustal/axis shift takes place or a
hundred volcanoes erupt at once, etc.? What difference does it make who is
elected head of any major nation? Consider the state of human civilization,
regardless of how it became the way it is, it is terminally diseased. As long as this
type of human society exists, the resident human powers-that-be will always
adapt new forms of social control. But it is not “right reasoning” to privately wish
for a global cataclysm as many are doing, religious or non-religious. I recall a
conversation years ago with a very wealthy “buddy” of the Dalai Lama telling me
that humans are the problem and they are a virus-like disease upon the planet.
Their only interest was in some idealized notion of a planetary eco-paradise.
Their own notions were not achievable and their core beliefs ran counter to those
professed by their “buddy” the Dalai Lama –and ran counter to their own public
service organization’s principles. Ironically, they could not fathom that the Dalai
Lama really served as an agent of the powers-that-be and thus was part of the
social control system. And they certainly could not fathom the possibility that
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humans were not the primary source of the essential problem. So many internal
contradictions!
It might sound wonderful if there was some new leader or some new organization
or some new alien/ET flotilla that would lead humans out of a growing hell and
into some “promised land”. But this is not possible given the social and pre-social
tribal programming and made even more difficult by the state of the human and
planetary ecology.
Now, let us take a look at this situation from a point-of-view of a Creation Being.
Why humans, why this individuation of form and consciousness and at this level
of density? The main point to the intention of such a manifestation into density
is to explore and work with the denser levels of manifest creation. The main
problem with the Earthly “creation garden” of humans-on-earth stems from the
interference of the dark forces in the consciousness of humans and the deliberate
maintenance of a severe disconnect from the oneness of true source.
It would be an insane act for true creation beings to project themselves into
individuations into density levels such as this without maintaining connection to
themselves and to the higher oneness. To the extent this occurred, it was mostly
due to a combination of factors, especially the machinations of the dark forces,
the fundamental ignorance of those beings that persisted in sending some part of
themselves into 3d density of a realm under the control of the dark, and those
who sought to understand and help correct a severe “problem situation”.
To allow such a situation to go unchecked, one in which there is such suffering
and pain without the benefit of learning, is spiritually irresponsible. And here I
am referring to the higher forces working on behalf of the “correction energies”.
Had humans remained of simple mind and social tribal groupings focused upon
animal impulses and an appreciation of their natural environment, there would
be no issue. Species come and they go all the time. But the human vehicle was
always intended to be one to help develop new creator beings. Along the way this
process became hijacked by the Dark for their own purposes.
Beings of the dark and the light would come and go from human and other types
of manifestation on earth. This is basis for some of the mythology stories from
the ancient Greeks. Along the way, humans began to accumulate memories of
these beings coming and going, manipulating events, and at times the human
host would retain fragments of memories of the higher beings. Although human
society is based upon false and implanted memories, there has been one theme
that has persisted over a long time: spirituality, the idea of spiritual evolution,
and the truth of existence and what is Real.
Despite all efforts to delete, conceal, and distort this, there have been those
advanced human selfs who, in concert with higher levels of being, have sought to
present the greater truth of connection to higher oneness and true origins. This is
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something that has been propagating through the human meme space for a very
long time. Humans who begin to look outside of all the available “boxes” of
limited consciousness have something infinitely expansive to look forward to.
Until a high level process completely alters 3d vibrational density, the persistence
of the human vehicle and the self will persist. And this could occur most swiftly.
Then again, it may be delayed by the higher level creation intelligence that is now
responsible for the development of this realm and the various sentient
populations within it, humans-on-earth included. One consideration has to do
with the potential to “graduate” many more humans as true spiritual beings. Part
of the process may involve the alteration of the apparent space Earth appears to
move through.
Meanwhile, the question for each self who is aspiring to the higher attractors of
spiritual evolution has to do with what has been learned through their
individuation. There are no “right” or “wrong” answers, only the Knowing.
-ASK
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Notes on the Matrix World Order
November 9th, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5486.html#msg5486

This is and also is not a commentary on the insanity of human civilization today.
I am not writing this to get everyone to focus on the “matrix world order”, rather
I am writing this to help those who need a little more “nudging” to decouple and
detach from all this. So, when is enough, enough, and really detach from all this?
Already seeming like “ancient history” for some, I wish to comment on the “nonevent” of comet Elenin and then asteroid “YU55” which passed close to Earth
again. For those who were swayed by the deliberate and predictable by-product of
fear and confusion promulgated through the Internet, take some time and
examine what most got you hooked? Was it some “expert”? A popular fear and
insanity-provoking online radio broadcast? Something supposedly channeled
from an “ascended” whatever? Or what then? Ask yourself why you become
“hooked”, however it occurred, and how you can better discern the relevance or
validity for similar such speculative frenzies in the future. How you will deal with
these things the next time, whether they are fabrications, exaggerations, or the
“real thing”.
Along a similar vein, how many were distracted by the ridiculous “Baron
Munchausen” claims from the “exopolitics” quarter that some space aliens were
blowing up underground bases of the “bad guys” and causing earthquakes in the
process? And the point of all this? Please consider this because there will be some
very real events occurring that are of human origin as well of “stuff out there in
space” or of the Earth and there is no room for bothering with such foolishness
and disinformation.
This is more than “merely” human discernment as to what to expend your time
and energy on and what not to. If you cannot learn better discernment at your
human level, how will you handle the free wheeling sub-conscious and predatory
anarchy in the astral levels?
The next point I will comment briefly on is the growing likelihood of a major
shooting war involving Iran, Israel, Syria, USA, and the usual cast of other
“characters”. There is the distinct possibility that the main controllers in Iran will
play along with all this, expecting it will be stage-managed as planned. But they
also know they cannot trust the global controllers with whom they have been
making their deals, since within those circles is another level of in-fighting.
Perhaps the Iranian bosses will participate in this charade as the only way for
them to gain a seat at global controller’s table –maybe not the “head table” or
inner circle, but one near enough. Naturally, Iranian leaders would like to have
more global power, projecting themselves from a regional center. After all, they
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are not some last bastion of progressivism and “tolerance”, etc. in the world. It is
more than possible that they may be given the lead to replace Israel as the
regional stand-in for the global powers-that-be. Remember, none of this is about
religion, nationalism, ethnicity, etc. It is really about who gets a seat in the world
control system and who is without a seat “when the music stops”. And so it is that
perhaps the Iranian elite may still be surprised if the primary global elite circle
decided to double-cross them. If so, then the shooting war could get very serious
and involve other major national-focused power bases as well.
This we can consider the possibilities of a larger-scale World War-3, including
attacks on USA territory. The likelihood of additional major false flag events on
USA mainland is also great now.
But all of this is really of little consequence one way or another in the larger
scheme of things, especially given the present overall condition of human
civilization. There is no one to oppose and no one to support. No one. This is the
end of human civilization, one way or another. So while I have made comments
about all this from time to time, it is not to mainly to provide insight into the
global leadership so you know if there are any “good guys” to support, rather it is
to point out yet another “big bus” careening down the road so you do not walk in
front of it. That is all.
So for those who are spiritually focused, what does this mean to you? World War3 with nuclear and energy weapons sounds very disturbing, but then there are
already multiple out of control fission reactions going on in Japan as secret
facilities incorporated into nuclear power plants spew enormous amounts of
particles of radioactive elements into the ocean and atmosphere. The widespread
use of depleted uranium weapons for 20 years has spread poisonous and
radioactive material over wide areas of the world. And the Gulf of Mexico
oil/chemical poisoning is not over, not by a mile. So I would ask of you to
consider any of these seeming grave matters from a higher level of consciousness
than that of your ordinary human self that has been stuffed full of falsehoods and
denied access to freewill for too long.
If this is not enough to get you to be clearer about separating yourself from the
insanity-that-passes-for-reality, then consider the state of the social
consciousness of the USA population. Given the obvious falsehoods and
distortions by the mainstream media, it is not possible for someone who is at
least slightly literate to not know of the profound changes in the economic and
military situation. So it is even more interesting that the disease of the “America
Dream” persists, even among those who should know by now that there is no
material economic hope for them. Yet there remains the expectation that “next
year” somehow “things will be better” (materially) and they will again be reenfranchised into the matrix in ways they have been habituated to. What is
always of interest is that throughout all industrialized society there is so little
consideration given to the obvious of cooperating to meet material needs in a
beneficial and healthful manner.
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It is this delusional belief system that provides a social basis for a police state
since these individuals prefer to be part of the control matrix world that is all they
have ever known. They will turn in their neighbors and family members in a vain
attempt to maintain a delusionary existence based upon falsehoods implanted
into primitive minds.
As I continue to thin out our library, I took pause with the book, “Letters from An
American Farmer”, published 1781 by a Frenchman who, for a short while, was
enfranchised into the early “dream”, aided by marrying a woman with material
means. His writings describe many facets of colonial life during pre and post 1776
“revolution”. In one passage he addresses the impressions of Europeans visiting
the “new world” who would marvel at prosperous farms/plantations and the
apparent material productivity and material well-being looked so easy. What he
discloses is that in the 1700’s a system of land and finance was so pervasive that it
was necessary to have enough money for paid labor and materials for a family to
prove up a large farm; “owning” a slave or two helped.
So often to start out with even modest acreage, required borrowing money and
the author explained that roughly half of the families were unable to make
enough to pay back these loans. Often these debts would carry over to the
subsequent generations if possible or the property would revert to the lenders.
Does this sound familiar? Today, what remains of rural USA are inherited lands
that in recent decades were being sold off to real estate speculators. Now there is
no more real estate speculation to artificially stimulate new construction and the
those who inherited these land holdings typically have no interest or capacity to
foster any self-sufficiency and are usually unwilling to let others use “their” land
unless it is to buy or pay land rent. We tried to find a few to help share in land
and commons costs to create a cooperative community in Western Montana. Too
few chose to leave the matrix world order and of those who did want this for
themselves, too few had some financial resources with which to make such a
move.
Earlier this week, I read a short piece about people in Guatemala who preferred
exposure to toxic substances, pathogens, and parasites to manually sift through
the rotting muck in a water-filled ravine where garbage from Guatemala City is
dumped. The interviewer quoted a few of these people who explained that if they
could find some jewelry or other such heavier objects of monetary value that
settled into the muck, they could clean it up and sell it for more than they could
earn working a full time job for starvation wages under slave-like conditions.
It is not only Guatemala, scenes like this are increasingly part of daily life for
humans all over the planet, especially those living on the margins of cities. On the
one hand there is the consideration that this brings into high relief how
dysfunctional and depraved human society can be. On the other hand, there is
the question of how it is that humans will persist in existing like this? It is a
terrible and limited “choosing” between variations of material impoverishment
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and suffering. Of course these are not truly real “choices” being made by
conscious beings, since humans have been prevented from access true free will.
And for those human living in such a marginal state, the small choices that are
available to them are truly terribly limited. A similar situation has been recently
shown in Cambodia. Of course this is nothing new some may say, such marginal
existence has been part of human “civilization” for a very long time. True enough,
but the point is the extent of this today and that it is so pronounced everywhere.
These two examples dramatize what is becoming more commonplace as human
“civilization” breaks down and humans turn to scavenging the detritus of
“civilization” in order to maintain their material existence one more day. Some
are more clever and work at refurbishing potential usable refuse. For some, such
a life is “normal” and all they have really known. I would also note that there are
many who have developed some sort of immunity to the pathogens that are
exposed to. But this is not something that can be projected or applied to the
population of people who are centered around such living conditions.
Naturally there is some amount learning occurring at the higher levels connected
with these humans, but the question is whether these higher level beings
associated with some humans are “slow learners” or are they too enthralled with
experiencing “hell on earth” through their human interface? The problem with all
this is that it causes cruel suffering to the human. Many simple-minded humans
would find such behavior repugnant on moral or ethical grounds. So, how long
does it take for a higher vibratory state of consciousness to understand enough
about 3d density through the bodies and consciousness of humans who
marginally surviving on earth? A month, a year, a lifetime of abject poverty and
misery?
So what is the problem with this situation? As far as I can tell, it is the result of
the deep infection of the dark into 3d density and to levels beyond.
The overwhelming majority of human economy is now tied to conflict and
oppression and militarily enforced exploitation. This is a direct reflection of and a
direct result of the influence of the Dark upon a tribal animal that has come to
identify itself as “human”. Electronic “entertainment” games are for the most part
focused around “killing or be killed”.
To summarize, the human species at present is largely controlled through
implanted belief systems, bio-physical manipulation of genetics and ambient
energy fields, and more. Here on Earth, human life has been terribly twisted and
complicated by the long term domination of the dark forces. Just because
humans have a complex spoken language and complex social control systems
does not mean humans have a superior evolved consciousness than non-human
animals on earth such as those which have a less complicated language and
simpler social rules. When humans develop expanded spiritual awareness, then
one can say there is an advancement in terms of the evolution of consciousness.
Okay, let’s consider this a little differently: More computing power for artificial
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intelligence does make the A-I a conscious being, only a more sophisticated
computing system. More data does not lead to greater knowledge, more
knowledge does not lead to greater wisdom, more wisdom in the ways of humans
and nature on earth does not lead to spiritual knowing. Please, do not
misconstrue this to favor abysmal ignorance.
What is special about humans is that they reflect in 3d density the capacity of
higher spiritual consciousness to differentiate itself in ways, including as
individuations or “aspects” of their overall being.
The human social-tribal animal is mainly differentiated from most of the higher
order animals on earth by it self-centeredness and individuation, all extremely
distorted dynamics that have no possibility for self-correction. Only with the
correction energies and connection to the higher levels of Oneness (true Creation
energies) can the potential of true freewill and individuation be reified and
eventually awaken into an enlightened spiritual evolutionary impulse as
originally intended.
Most human selfs are not likely to see a spiritually awakened in the near future
through their present human vehicles. (This short commentary is not the place or
context to discuss how this all may be changing. That will be the focus of the
remaining A-List updates and our ad hoc posts to the NES Forums.)
Despite all the problems and interferences, the human vehicle has objectively
been serving as an experiential laboratory for higher beings of light – some that
are attached to the Dark, other attached to the Light of true creation. It has been
a learning vehicle for the higher levels of consciousness to better understand the
dynamics of lower density existence.
It is too easy to become mesmerized by the speeches and rhetoric and political
machinations and be become drained by all those purveyors of endless fears. You
have been trained to presume all this to be the most real and most important and
the more you read or watch the videos, somehow you slip from more constructive
spiritual aspirations.
Those who believe themselves to be human-identified-human will be focused on
one another and the remains of a dying civilization.
If you cannot maintain your own spiritual integrity in alignment with higher
creation, and if you persist in reading and speculating about all these what-ifs,
then you are less likely to discover your true nature while you are embodied.
What is most central now, is what is being learned from joy and from suffering in
this realm. Add to this the potential for a fraction of human selves to actually
share in this learning and evolve as a new element to the larger correction and
transformation process that is now underway. It is time to make a leap into your
own true nature. What else is there?
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So to you who are reading this, what has been learned from all this “experiential
accumulation” from 3d density? Personally? Collectively? This is the most
important concern for awakening human selfs as well as for the higher level of
beings who are most associated with each human self.
What is your true nature? Who and what are you, really?
-ASK
Postscript to November 9th, 2011 Notes on the Matrix World Order
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5489.html#msg5489

Concerning “decoupling/detaching”, I mean this in any and all ways imaginable
and possible, internally, externally and everywhichway.
This is a valuable exercise to pay attention to since it provides one with deeper
insight into the nature and state of the human self and their own true nature. For
most beings that have a human presence here, this realm, as distorted and
messed-up as it is, provides a very complex and sophisticated opportunity in
experiential learning of the nature and dynamics of the denser range of manifest
Creation. Most spiritual beings rarely have such an opportunity to learn of the
problems and dynamics of these levels of density along with the possibilities (and
problems) of individuation of a self and will. As the various levels of vibrational
existence are explored and connected into a more unified field within each larger
spiritual being, they move ever closer to their own greater evolution and
contributions to The All.
(I have written a bit about this in the Feb-Mar 2011 A-List Update
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-Feb-Mar-2011-Complete.pdf - p34.)
Some in the European countries like to fancy themselves relatively free from the
social pathology that is rife in the USA or in the UK, etc, but that is also false and
delusionary. Same would apply to those who think they are "immune" since they
are in some other country in South America or in Africa, Asia, etc.
It is nearly everywhere, only the form or style of the matrix social and personal
mind control varies according to local circumstances.
If you are in the USA, Canada, UK, or any other country that is so close to the
more sophisticated social meme control structures that are deployed globally,
then it is even more challenging –and in some ways less challenging.
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Less challenging, because for those are in the process of spiritual awakening, the
contrast is more obvious. Thus the main problem becomes how the
detach/decouple in all those practical ways that one encounters in daily life here.
Detaching/decoupling from the beliefs tends to be easier for those who have
spiritually and socially "awake" enough to know the difference. But even there
these beliefs can be surprisingly insidious in powerful yet subtle ways.
This is yet more reason to be as self-aware, self-regulating, self-referencing as
possible while in the process of reconnecting to the true light of Source.
As usual the problem becomes most difficult in dealing with nearby family
members, “close” acquaintances, and those people involved in the daily work
scene for those who are employed for pay.
Here the challenge is how to simply finction with the least friction and conflict as
possible.
One strategy is to create or project a “virtual you” that becomes whatever it is that
works to get by in the mainstream world. I have done this many times. But I
always knew it was a veneer and one that I could adjust as necessary. This
allowed me to maintain my privacy of my “true self” while seeming acceptable or
even better in “professional” circles. I even did this when I was way younger and
had to punch a time card a very long time ago. There was always a part of me that
knew the difference and was not fooled by my own “virtual self”/”encounter suit”.
If you cannot maintain your own true self integrity, then one can slip and slide
into various forms of psychological dysfunction.
For those on the path of spiritual growth and spiritual evolution, it is often
helpful to minimize or sever ties that do not serve your further development. This
would apply to all facets of your human existence.
As far as maintaining oneself in this world, that is increasingly difficult. Rural life
is helpful for some, but that has its own set of challenges. For some it is to
develop some sort of cooperative arrangements to ease the burden of getting by.
For some it is to withdraw as completely as possible.
Hope this is of some help in clarifying such matters.
-ASK
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Suffering, Karma, and Spiritual Awakening
November 10, 2011
Until now, awakening humans who ask “why, why, why?” as to the “reasons” for
seemingly endless suffering could pick from a range within two core responses:
one was that humans were fundamentally “bad” and could only hope for some
sort of “redemption” after they died, and the other was that it was some sort of
inexplicable “karmic” dynamic for which the ordinary human self seemed to be
caught up in.
Over the recent century or so, “new age” spirituality offered a more sophisticated
sounding, more darkly distorted version of all this, mostly dictated under the
influence of “ascended masters” through very naïve channellers, who in turn
would spread these distorted “teachings” to millions.
One of these “new age” beliefs covered a spectrum of variations on the Dark side
generated memes that it is your fault, you create your own reality, it is karmic
balancing, embrace your dark side, etc. Most of the new age beliefs were designed
(yes, I do mean designed) to keep potentially awakened humans (aspects of larger
soul beings) trapped within the dark side. This would include such rubbishy
notions that “everything has a purpose” from stubbing your toe to terrible
suffering or happiness.
These are all matrix control memes that present terrible falsehoods to keep
potentially awakening humans (aspects of larger souls beings) “in the dark” and
to actively maintain themselves under the Dark control. One of the Dark side’s
core programming either denies the truth of its separate existence as something
antithetical to true Creation –or it does a sideways acknowledgement of its
existence by claiming that humans created the Dark, the Dark side is actually
performing a “service” to help humans awaken by facilitating human-generated
polarity or duality conflicts, for “teaching purposes”, etc.
Contemporary proponents of such notions include Spangler, Findhorn, and a
host of related tendencies, many connected with one another through various
organizations and the “hallowed” ascended masters of Theosophical fame. These
entities would find ways diverse ways to increase their popularity and prestige as
they interweaved dark side spiritual programming with widely accepted notions
(imbedded programming) of “jesus”, “love”, “christ consciousness”, etc.
As the human self begins to move out of pure self-centeredness or tribal/group
self-centeredness, this self-centeredness is projected outward for social/tribal
control and stability. Thus we find notions such as the “golden rule” of “do unto
others as you would have done unto you”, etc. But these are fundamentally selfcentered memes and do not reflect spiritual awakening. Eventually, some
humans move beyond this to seeking to apply the core notion to others as a way
of being for its own sake, not for selfish reasons. Some tendencies in human
society may even find it reprehensible to torture or kill other animals for fun and
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profit, even though many of these same individuals would find it acceptable for
humans to torture and kill one another over “just cause”.
In reflecting upon contemporary situations such as the rapidly degenerating
conditions of people in Haiti or the garbage “miners” in Guatemala, the question
again is what is going on? Superficially there is the problem of social-economicpolitical oppression and exploitation. But at the spiritual “collective individual
level” what is going on? On the one hand there are those “greater beings” that
project some part of themselves into human 3d density and find themselves by
design or happenstance experiencing through a human host vehicle horrendous
suffering. Some might be “lucky” and only experience it for a short while until
their human host dies of some awful disease or war injury. Some may get an adult
human lifetime of this. Is this “karma”? Are these larger beings simply stupid or
slow learners? (Sometimes they are.) Are they seeking extreme contrast in
density by experiencing the worst that this world has to offer? (Sometimes they
are.) Haiti is a good example of both misery and suffering and ghoul/demonic
possession that is socially acceptable as “indigenous spirituality”.
Demonic/ghoul entities feed off the distorted subtle energy that these conditions
stimulate, and so they will foster it in concentrated pockets throughout the world.
They will facilitate this directly by infesting the host populations as well as
through the human global power elite to maintain such oppressive conditions
over many generations. So we have pockets of literally “hell on earth” throughout
the world. Each region has its own flavor of social-political controllers, but the
game is always the same. Yes, big-box stores, such as “Walmart” are highly
localized examples of this, facilitated by a high level of management structure to
institutionalizes this dynamic. (And you thought they were merely greedy
people!)
Eventually awakening humans developed two major tendencies: One centered
around the “gods” were all insane and thus best to reject spirituality at any level,
or maybe limit yourself to “nature worship” – and the other centered around the
notion that some of the “gods” are insane, but others are not, so seek out the good
guys. In each of these thematic belief paradigms there were inserted variations,
including the major religions, anti-religions, etc.
In rare cases, a human self found access to something of the higher realms of true
creation and could be called “spiritually self-realized”. In even rarer instances, a
few of these spiritually-realized humans managed to convey something of their
experience to others to replicate or adapt for themselves. Mostly these selfrealized individuals needed to see the process through and thus seemingly
vanished from human memory.
I am summarizing all I can now to help support the process of those who are
realizing their true nature as “highly enriched” aspects of larger spiritual beings.
Please, it is essential to Know and Learn from your higher levels now,
incorporating the learning at the human level into your larger being. I know this
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is hard for many, including some readers here. It can very freeing as well as a
difficult challenge to find you are losing touch with “being human” after you have
spent much of this lifetime trying to bring more of your higher levels into the
human realm.
It is now time to process deeply what has been learned here as you prepare for
what is to come. Each will have a unique experience even if the general
transformational patterns share much in common.
It is nearly impossible under the present circumstances of humans on earth to
both attend to these new spiritual energies and to be materially and emotionally
enmeshed in the affairs of a twisted reality. Once you begin to Understand and
Know, then it is easier to see what is real and what is not.
As I have written previously, something else has come out of the human-on-earth
experience, and that is the accumulation of spiritual energies that aid in the
emergence of a spiritual human self, one that is free of the constraints of human
society and human physicality, something far more than the basic
firmware/software that is built in to basic “human tribal animal”. This has
occurred despite the intense efforts by various levels of the Dark to suppress true
spiritual growth and evolution for humans.
The very notion of the concept of “humanity” is derived from a crude level of
unity consciousness that identifies with its programming to maintain its
separation from true Source and to maintain itself in fundamental ignorance of
the truth of its personal and collective existence.
The new spiritual being will not emerge as some natural byproduct of social or
political revolution. There is practically nothing that can be done from the level of
ordinary human existence to change the present course.
The point of these remarks is not one of negative cynicism, rather it is to remind
and underscore the importance of not getting lost in the 3d reality constructs and
to strive for the highest possible of spiritual attractors.
Early attempts at the descension of the higher orders of consciousness and being
into the human plane, such as those of Mirra and Aurobindo, were early
experiments to test the possibility of the transformation of the human species in
this way. This was not really possible given the extent of control upon this realm
by the Dark and the lack of proper understanding of the situation here at the very
highest levels of awareness that emanates from True Creation, far from the
influence of the Dark. This was demonstrated by the lack of comprehension of
true reality by those who had achieved a high degree of expanded awareness.
Their human level learning remained as flawed and ignorant as ever. This is also
why so many spiritual communities and teaching centers all over the world failed
to yield much of anything that truly advanced spiritual evolution and mostly
served to retard such growth.
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For those who are in a conscious awakening process, there is often the experience
of a difficult situation of letting go of the illusions and falsehoods of human
existence and switching ones primary energetic reference to that of ones own
higher levels of being. For a while there is the bouncing back and forth, and some
simply cannot cope with the apparent conflict while others find a way to continue
with their human form, but do so from a spiritually conscious place while they
work on their next state of being for their awakening human self.
At times it can become nearly impossible to want to go through another day as a
human in this world. This applies to those who are spiritually awakening as well
as those who are sound asleep and suffering most. But for those who are
awakening, it is initially more painful given the fuller range of awareness. For
those, it is even more essential to press on especially since dwelling in a limbo
state for very long is not a very good idea.
Soon enough, many will be making a major transition to their existence, but in
the meanwhile it is important to persevere as long as it is appropriate and
tolerable because of what is being learned about the transformation of reality and
the problem of the flaw in the process of this creation that led to the rise of the
dark forces. There are also some surprises that may be coming soon that you may
want to experience from this level as well as from your higher states of being.
Exactly how 7 billion humans, as humans, could experience true spiritual
awakening is not the question, it never really was. To dwell upon this leads
nowhere. Many or most will simply die from their bodies and the energetic
imprints of their human self experience will maintain as long as necessary in a
non-physical state. This will be sorted out by various higher levels of awareness in
due course.
What may have seemed “righteous” and “noble” as an asleep for a “caring and
concerned” human, becomes hubris and arrogance for humans who are now
waking up to true reality as spiritual beings to concern themselves with changing
the planet and human society from its present degenerated state to a higher and
more evolved one.
Answer to yourself what you have learned of the truth of 3d density and of
connecting with higher Oneness.
How much can your state of awareness expand and yet still maintain
comprehension of the lower levels of density as well as the more expanded higher
states? When you have reached a suitable state of continual connection with the
higher levels of Oneness, then you will know what can and cannot be
accomplished in levels of density. Thus you come into a state of self-referencing
that is in accord with a higher state of Oneness.
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At a higher vibratory level nearest to the ordinary human planes of
consciousness, the material problems of environmental pollution and the detritus
of a collapsing civilization are substantially lessened, but the effects of dark side
programming of the human social environment persist. This is one reason why
human memory is breaking down from the influence of the higher correction
energies. This is to help to undo much of the falsehoods and distortions that
human life was most influenced by and thus lessen those influences at higher
vibratory states as well.
One of the greater questions under profound consideration is how to work
through a human vehicle to create and explore creation and awareness. This is no
longer a simple mater of light beings coming and going from various human
hosts and other 3d manifest forms of plant, animal, or mineral.
We are essentially aspects of light beings that mostly became intensely enmeshed
in a distorted and toxic social and material environment populated by a socialtribal animal whose existence has been manipulated and directed by various dark
forces for a very long time. Humans mostly replicate and create through
fundamentally destructive processes and have relied upon this presuming
(incorrectly) that this is normal and endemic to existence itself. Such dysfunction
must cease in order for there to be a new way of being that is connected to the
spiritual consciousness of higher Oneness.
This will occur through a new expression of individuated form that will replace
the present iterations of humans on earth. This new expression is already in
process by “light beings” practicing with templates of the energy structures for a
new version of humans. This new version is to have the capacity to work through
higher Oneness to create and transform manifest creation. Eventually there will
be new levels of evolution, new creator beings, with creational abilities to make
manifest reality from the great Void. This will be accomplished through the selfregulating qualities of the higher Oneness.
Now I must make another qualifier: Except for those on such a “track”, this is not
some “magical switchover”. The present form of human creatures whose
existence is shaped by aspects of a “mixed bag” of higher level beings will likely
continue for a generation or so on this Earth while a transitional state emerges to
bridge the present form and what is to come. By “mixed bag” I am referring to the
present situation of higher self/soul beings that span a large range of
evolutionary learning and which have a human presence. Of course, there could
be a “cosmic surprise” that changes the entirety of this physical reality and its
operating parameters. Until then, it is best not to be presumptuous about what
cannot be properly known until you actually see its arrival.
At present there is an intricate complexity of global human economy/ecology that
is on a trajectory of collapse and destruction that comes directly from the dark
creation paradigm at its root.
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There is no way to “fix” this from the material realm of humans. It is being
addressed through the “correction energies” and is more closely facilitate by
those beings who do understand enough of this realm. This process may require
the effective clearing and removal of most life on earth in the 3d realm and for the
correction energies that are enveloping earth and the dark zone to guide a reseeding of this realm so that a new “creation garden” can be developed.
It is quite possible that some of those realized selfs who are reading these words
will be participants and observers of a new earth that is in accord with the true
creation. Again, it would be presumptuous to fixate on speculative potential and
better to focus on our own learning processes so as to better recognize what is
newly coming into being. Thus it becomes possible to play an informed and
conscious role in the new processes.
Right now we are in a transition state and those who are light beings need to be
focused from their human self upon their own learning of the nature and
dynamics of density. This learning is of immeasurable value to the evolution of
Creation. It is an enormous act of service at so many levels.
-ASK
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Humans Having A Spiritual Experience, or?
November 12, 2011
Spiritual Beings Having a Human Experience
–Human Beings Having A Spiritual Experience
???
Human Beings Having A Spiritual Experience
– Spiritual Beings Having a Human Experience
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5484/topicseen.html#msg5484

Are you primarily human? If so, what does this mean? This is a more direct way
to describe the expression that you are a spiritual being having a human
experience. At this point in time, if you primarily self-identify as “human”, then
you it is most likely you are quietly still under the influence of the dark separation
zone.
Then there is the question of whether you could be (as an awakening human)
having a spiritual experience. If so, then the question could (and I do mean
maybe) go to point of what you choose for your awakening (human
individuation) self? At this stage, I would speculate that it is most likely those in
this category are in the process of “getting the memo” and are readying to leave
this plane of existence. What they actually do when the moment comes is another
matter entirely. So it is best not to be presumptuous about these matters.
Consider this now very carefully, are you a human undergoing an evolving and
growing spiritual experience?
Are you a spiritual being having a deeper human experience and highly identify
with this being of human?
Consider carefully the implications of your perceptions and identity regarding all
this.
There is no right or wrong decision, no “higher / lower” response.
For some, there is a pronounced loss of the structural parameters of their human
personality self. This leads to new challenges while still embodied. Expressing
this a little differently, those in this category are already in the ascension process.
Some may be coming from a human self point-of-view, some may not and may be
in the process of transcending this state of awareness –and being. Of these, some
may choose to -- at their own higher levels – to delete their human self-awareness
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as something with an individuated freewill that formerly identified itself as “a
human”. In other words, their human self as an individuation with a will ceases at
to exist, and only the memories of their higher order learning and of certain
experiences are retained and integrated into the larger being that they are
connected to. Some may maintain some resemblance of their human form as a
matter of convenience at a higher level of being. Perhaps it is used as a projection
of their larger self in interacting with human levels of individuation for a while
longer. And of course there are those human selfs that could be forming a seed or
kernel for a new evolution of spiritual being.
There are many variations to this. So it is best not to be presumptuous.
-ASK
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Who Are You? – What Are You? – Why Are You?
November 14, 2011
The human self is not a soul, it is the result of an aspect of higher level
intelligences, mostly soul beings, that extend some portion of themselves to a 3d
vehicle, usually human. The purposes and intentions differ for each situation.
Remove this light being from the equation and what remains is a tribal-social
animal with conflicting self-centered impulses.
A human awareness can communicate telepathically and experience reality
through the awareness and sensorial of another human or other creature, plant,
or mineral, etc. So does a larger scale being of greater capacity, but in the case of
humans over time, these beings became caught up in human existence for many
diverse purposes. In ancient times these beings might come and go from humans
frequently. Occasionally the humans caught a glimpse of awareness of these
entities and these memories accumulated over generations. Later n this
relationship became more permanent through the entirety of a human lifespan.
The human self is the result of a melding of some portion of higher level being
with a human vehicle. It imbues certain awareness to its vehicle, sets in motion
certain impulses. Sometimes it takes close care over this relationship, other times
it is a more distant hands-off approach. The soul being learns what it can from
this relationship and the often the human self as an individuated memory and a
portion of its subtle body may persist for some time in a relatively higher
vibrational than its former biologically embodied 3d life.
Sometimes the human self develops a more expanded spiritual awareness and
often gains new capacities. This in turn offers more nourishing and meaningful
learning opportunities at all levels that you are connected to.
Some well-intended humans want to world peace, “to save humanity”, etc. but
why? For what higher purpose? I will restate something I discussed in Global
Awakening News, sooner or later what which identifies with “humans” must find
a greater raison d'être beyond gratitude and appreciation to simply “to be”. This
is the spiritual awakening at this level.
-ASK
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Further comments to the NES postings regarding

Notes on the “Matrix World Order”
November 25th
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5486.html#msg5486

First I wish to recapitulate something I have written about in various article over
recent years: The vast majority of human are barely aware of the hierarchy of
earthly power that controls their thoughts and their lives. Of those who have
some awareness of this, rare few understand much of anything of its true nature
and motivations. Even few know of its origins.
Of those who consider themselves to be “spiritually” oriented, most are still
blocked and limited by religions, doctrines, cults, gurus, and all the rest. Those
who believe themselves free of the religions and rely upon “new age” beliefs, have
only replaced one set of falsehoods with another, nearly all traceable to the same
sources which have their origins in the past and with various levels of the Dark.
This is no different than the human elite setting up and managing false
differences between nations, politics, etc. so as to always be able to shuffle
another “alternative” of their own design to the masses who they are compelled to
try to control.
Of those who are spiritually oriented and somewhat aware of the nature of the
human world, most are barely conversant with these matters and rely upon
purveyors of myriad conspiracies and fears. But few have developed the needed
internal filters and discernment and self-guidance needed to make it through
gauntlet of falsehood, illusion, and dangerous dark alleys.
Most who are spiritually oriented are still operating under the false and
dangerous notions that all is “light and love” and that there is no dark force that
is inimical to true creation, or that if there is a dark force, it is to be embraced
with “gratitude” and to be drawn further into oneself.
This does not leave a very large fraction of humans at present.
Second, I continue to hear questions as to whether the economic collapse is the
result of the “correction energies” or some other agencies of the higher Light. Of
course, as this reality is changed, all facets that are not in accord with the
“correction energies” will breakdown very quickly. But the economic collapse is
fundamentally and primarily the result of the machinations of the global power
elite. Further, those who imagine that the “correction energies” are directly
involved with such matters are actually presuming or projecting from themselves
that the “forces of Light” are not only tearing down the old but will somehow give
humans a new golden age. This is all based upon Dark side programming to
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anticipate some new external authority or savior. Until humans become
spiritually conscious, they are more likely to resist any such efforts, imagining for
a moment that were the case (which they are not). Most humans are too inured to
a distorted and fundamentally corrupted existence and will default to trying to
restore that which is the very agency of their suffering.
Third, I would like to address short-term likelihoods for the human social
situation on earth:
The social, economic, political, military, and geophysical environment will soon
become increasingly difficult and painful to navigate as an embodied human.
With further economic collapse, there will be the added challenge of more
humans becoming predators on other humans. Every major retail “holiday”
discount sale cycle, involves hordes of people packing the entrances to the “big
box” stores like WalMart, etc. They resemble a cross between looters during a
disaster and starving predators who will readily injure anyone just to grab some
piece of useless junk (probably made in China). These stores are deliberately set
up as more than money vacuums and social control mechanisms, they are also set
up as infestations of dark ghoulish demonic predation. It is no wonder we see a
form of group feeding frenzy acted out by humans who frequent these stores.
Now project this across a larger portion of society desperately looking for toxic
foodstuffs and various distractions from what is Real.
In the short run, this situation will only worsen in both the ordinary 3d and the
astral realms. This is a direct result of the unraveling of the dark control system
from within and from without and a direct consequence of the higher and lower
levels that created such a diseased sub-creation (fallen zone) to begin with.
Even with the removal of much of the dark entities lurking in the astral, there is
the problem of the dark-influenced human sub-conscious that frequents the
astral. With a growing blurring of boundaries ordinary physical 3d and the astral
realm, there will be a growth in human insanity and acting out.
So that is some “bad news” for some.
Of course there will be concentrations of people all over the world who do not
degenerate into the worst-case situation this all implies. And there will be
pockets here and there that prefer to create cooperative and peaceful
communities of one sort or another. But even this is not the true reality of who
you are and why you are.
-ASK
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Re: What Remains and The Secret of the “Mysteries”
November 28th
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg5545/topicseen.html#msg5545

“In rejecting all the falsehoods of the present personal human existence and
those of the collective human existence, what remains?”
-from September 2010; excerpted from the A-List Update of Sept 10.

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg4797.html#msg4797

What I wrote and posted last year was intended to help all those who were ready
to pay attention to this most central mystery: one’s own true nature. There is
much to deduce and infer from this one short posting.
What is most central? Is it about economy, food shortages, war, politics, global
human and dark side influences, wondering if the “aliens” did something good or
bad to humans, or whatever human and otherworldy insights, fears, and
knowledge have been acquired?
Some of these conspiracies and “mysteries” are useful to understand, up to a
point. But then what?
What remains when you set aside all of these stories?
There is, of course, the basic human vehicle – something made up of a
combination of a self-centered consciousness that is often in dynamic conflict
with social-tribal-survival impulses common to most higher-order animals on
this planet.
Humans are taught they are special or different because they accumulated
memories (history), civilizations, make useful or artistic stuff, and sometimes
genuinely care about one another. Yet these are all variations on the base vehicle.
Perhaps the main distinguishing characteristic of humans from other higher
order animals is the extremely distorted emphasis on the personal self above all
else and the elevation of the collection of human selfs that becomes a form of
collective arrogance. This in turn supports the basis of all those who promote a
new form of dark force energetics usually promoted as variations on themes of
human “sovereignty”.
Think about that.
And then there is the “self” – “you”.
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Who or what are “you”? The essential (essence), “you”?
I have suggested to everyone to find your highest attractor and when you think
you have achieved some breakthrough, take a breath or two, and keep “pushing
the envelope”. For some the higher attractor is “God” or “True Creator” or
whatever, but there is a greater “you” – your higher “self”, something that is an
individuation of an individuation of an individuation, eventually traceable to an
emanation from Source, Creator of All. (At least in most cases.)
A “microcosmic holographic” fragment of this Source Intelligence carries through
to each of the more densely structured individuations or projections from a
greater level of being. If you feel you have lost contact with your immediate
higher self, then keep going “up”.
-ASK
PostScript to What Remains and The Secret of the “Mysteries”
November 29th
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg5547.html#msg5547

There is the detachment and decoupling from all that around oneself of the 3d
world, etc.
But then what remains?
Speaking only for myself, there are times when surrendering of the very sense of
human self is needed. The more we hold to our existence as a human “me”, the
harder it is to make the higher connection.
This is one of the latter stages of individual ascension.
There is then the decoupling from oneself, that is, the illusion of being a human
individual. The very notion is laden with implicate separation from higher self,
higher Oneness, etc.
-ASK
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2012? Distractions, Ascension... Look beyond!
November 30th (edited and updated December 1st )
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5555.html#msg5555

To all those who may be engrossed in such matters,
Why 2012? The changes are already here and are moving further into this level,
but they are not of the human realm. No analysis of human events, present day or
earlier times, can possibly shed light on what is most important, rather it can only
hint at the distortions and falsehoods. But such a line of energies focused on
human affairs leads nowhere. So, why persist in these matters?
As to the "intervention", it is already here. But this intervention with the
“correction energies” is not to reinforce (or improve) anything of the human
realm. Thus there can be no "rescue" as there is nothing to "rescue", rather it is to
help those entities that have become lost to themselves find their way home.
When spiritual beings learn how to interact at this level of density, then there will
be a basis for a new human existence.
Those who are moving into this new state of awareness are already preparing
their completion as human and are recognizing (Realizing) the Truth of their own
true being.
While the movement is mutual from above and below, what and how we are from
our human level of awareness holds the greatest potential for unfolding ourselves
into an enfoldment of our true nature.
It is important for those who profess and acknowledge the falseness of humancentric consciousness and human level existence, and who promote the
importance of spiritual awakening, to clearly and deliberately distinguish for
themselves what is primary and most important.
Human-based consciousness can at best analyze the deceptions of the human
realm, and sometimes even question something purporting to be from the higher
levels. But as long as human based consciousness, even that which aspires to
spiritual awakening, continues to identify itself as “human”, there will always be
an internal contradiction requiring resolution. Until this is resolved, there will be
an ongoing conflict between that which presumes itself to be human and that
which strongly suspects it is something more.
As long as one identifies oneself as “human”, it impossible to not be distracted
and attached to the endless parade of problems and excitements of the human
realm and its 3d environment. Endless.
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So this becomes a very important matter for those who seek something beyond
their human existence, yet few ever recognize this.
Today, there are endless exposures of the endless layers of deceptions in the
human realm. But these can only loop around and fall back upon themselves and
thus nothing of human existence changes in terms of its essential qualities.
For those who are now “arriving” at the edge of graduating from the burden of
playing the game of thinking as if one is “human”, you come to realize that none
of “stories” of who did what to whom or why really matters.
It never really did.
For a while, it may be useful to deconstruct or analyze social-physical reality from
some higher perspective based in the human realm of awareness. After all, this is
part of understanding 3d density, the challenges of individuation, and with
regard to our Earthly situation, we can more deeply understand the nature and
effects of the Dark.
But quickly enough, one must grasp the essence of the patterns of human systems
of social control and see them from a higher plane of understanding that exists
apart from the human-centric level.
At that point, none of these illusory differences over ideology, economy, religions,
artistic styles, etc. matter one bit. Not one bit.
In short, this can be regarded as part of the mystery as to why our own larger
being persisted in projecting something of itself into the human-3d realm. To
learn more of the details of density.
It does little good to feel or know one to be part of the higher Oneness and yet be
ignorant of the learning of realm of density. A good gardener needs to know the
soil, the weather, the seeds, the plants, --and what do with them. The whole
package.
Therefore, being “down here” (in 3d) helps to complete our greater being “up
there” and vice versa.
Some of our higher levels wish to persist in seeing this through as much as
possible. However, this may not be acceptable to their representations in 3d (also
know as the human “you”). And as I have said, there are too many higher self
beings here that persist in acting in a spiritually irresponsible way and are
alienating their own human projections, especially those who are more spiritually
aware. This carries with it a new set of problems and risks, some of which I have
discussed before in terms of the dangers from advocating “human sovereignty”.
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There are those humans who are still following various “bread crumb trails in the
forest” –trails left by others who tried to make some sense out of human society.
Some are still looking at history or economics, social/psychology, and others still
trying to find truth from the falsehoods of the religions. But all of this is from the
limitations of a “human-centric” perspective. Many more will find such trails of
“information”, but will not derive “true knowledge” from it. Consequently they
will debate and rehash old information, misinformation, and disinformation –
and so it will seem nothing really changes.
When one has grasped the larger patterns of human existence on earth, and can
see it through a larger perspective that takes into account the role of the dark
forces – human and higher level “other” – then this can be assembled into a more
useful pattern in terms of learning what there is to learn from density and human
civilization.
Next, there is a larger perspective that sees all of these machinations on earth and
other planets for what it was and is in terms of some larger flaws in creation.
And even that has serious limitations, unless it is connected with a larger
perspective that can encompass how this is being undone and corrected.
So, when all of the preceding is sufficiently assessed from a spiritual perspective,
and 3d density understood for what it is, ones human existence can be seen in its
rightful place in the larger development and evolution of true Creation. Then
there is no longer any need or reason to engage in new analyses as you then
know, as in a greater Knowing.
Once this occurs, it unfolds an ever-expanding awareness – and enfolds “you”.
This is what the “you” that is experiencing this then becomes: a completed facet
of the larger/higher “you”.
From this a Great Peace occurs.
The “greater you” then understands 3d density and its implications, potentials,
and problems.
There is no more “human “you” – only an “awareness” as an individuation that
knows of the ocean of its true origins and that at once is an individuation and as a
facet of the Oneness of the All.
It is then possible for the spiritually aware human self aspect of the greater being
to agree to stay around as long as is tolerable to further deepen and detail the
entire learning process and serve as a conscious, deliberate point of reference for
a much large continuum of consciousness.
You will have then arrived at a enormous level of freedom of will and awareness,
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ready to rejoin your own true self and that of the an even greater Oneness.
-ASK
Also see November 29th Post Script to “What Remains?”

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg5547.html#msg5547
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Private Sessions:

A “Limited Offer” for A Limited Time
In response to the changes occurring and the likelihood that I will not be
available to people to the extent that I am now, I would like to make this effort to
be of assistance to those who are in the process of making enormous changes in
their awareness and to their existence.
I have long decried the charging of money for spiritual information and spiritual
knowledge as that should not be charged for, unless it is simply the cost of
reasonably priced books.
What I offer is not focused on spiritual “information”, rather it is about learning
to discern for oneself, learning patterns that can support higher level discerning,
and developing better internal self referencing.
This is not about studying anything, other than your own internal faculties and
developing your higher faculties. This in turn facilitates bridging your human
and higher self. I have posed difficult questions for readers to contemplate, such
as what is the deeper learning of your own human existence and that of humanity
as a whole, etc. I have challenged everyone to address their own completions and
to probe deeply into their higher attractors.
I am charging for my time partly because I choose to and partly because it sets up
the right sort of “at-tension” to help pay closer attention. Some who are reading
this have the potential to be teachers and guides to others during this transition
period. (As some here know, I do not ask for payment from those who simply
have not the money. This work is too important to be limited in that way.) If you
wish to contribute towards those who may not have available funds, please let me
know.
It was plain from earlier open discussion sessions that there was a wide range of
cognitive capacity and maturity. Those stuck in old spiritual beliefs and patterns
found it hard to move forward and those who seem more advanced in their
understanding found the content not challenging enough for them. (Of course
those who tend to be more advanced in their spiritual knowledge often can learn
a great deal by simply paying attention to where others are in their process and
thus learn more about their own in the process of a deeper listening.)
As it was when I was a consultant many years ago, my time and attention would
be retained through a monthly or quarterly fee. Unlike when I was a consultant in
the diseased “matrix world”, I will consider a sliding scale. The suggested fee is
$500 to $1000 per month, paid in advance, depending on how much personal
time you would like each week.
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Sessions will be conducted by phone and email as may be appropriate. Each week
we will set aside time for phone sessions for each person. If possible, I may be
able to arrange a one or two-way online video link to add a little more “personal”
effect.
For those who wish to meet in person for a period of time, we will help you with a
price range of suggested accommodations that are within a reasonable drive to
where we are. You will need to cover all your own expenses. Time spent here will
include a great deal of outdoor time, especially on and in the ocean.
You will get out of these sessions what you put into it. They will be challenging in
many ways, for you as well as for me. My role is to facilitate your process and the
agenda is yours. I am not going to give you advice on what to do with yourself and
I am not going to be doing formal “readings”.
There is also some possibility that John Crawford will be joining in on some of
these sessions.
In the course of these, I use a combination of deeper questioning and mirroring,
didactic approaches including stories, and direct analysis to assist you in your
process. At times I might ask you to read certain material that will mostly be
available as online files.
But if you think this is “merely” about ideas, thoughts, and thought process,
“think again”!
This is really about pure and direct investigation by you, of your own core
consciousness. We begin with a confidential questionnaire that includes essay
style questions and a general waiver/disclaimer. Those who will be participating
will also have a copy of my official and non-official bio’s for their reference. If it is
possible, I will consider a secure video hookup via web browser, but no promises.
I am glad to have a short introductory email and phone visit with you if you wish
to make this a first step in the process.
What you email me and what we cover in these sessions, will not be shared with
anyone else.
-Alex
info@pfcn.net
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An Invocation, An Intention, An Attention
Please feel free to adapt this in a manner that works best for you. Please do attend
to this evening before retiring and during the day as well.
* I call upon my lower, middle and higher self. I call to my highest source
origins and connection to the highest levels of true Oneness and Creator of All.
* I invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction energies
to enter and descend my entire being down to my human levels and beyond.
* I also invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction
energies to enter and flow through the space between my atoms and create and
maintain a continuous flow through the entirety of all of my being.
* I also call to me all the particles of the true light in my being and ask the
particles of true light in my being to also call to me.
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5485.html#msg5485
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